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Demand Side Platform: 
Dynamic Product Ads 
integration

Case Study

High level product goal: To migrate a highly 
successful ad format  — Dynamic Product Ads — 
from Native ad platform to another ad platform 
(DSP) that is more versatile and has a greater 
growth rate. 



Native Platform

The ad booking platform 
advertisers currently use for 
booking Dynamic Product Ads 
with Verizon Media

Terminologies

01 Demand Side Platform (DSP)

A new, high growth ad booking 
platform where Dynamic 
Product Ads will be migrated to

02

Dynamic Product Ads (DPA)

The most profitable ad format 
in Native that will be migrated 
to DSP

03



Native Platform Demand Side Platform (DSP)

Dynamic Product Ads

Migrate to



Design Challenge

How might we ensure a successful 
transition for Dynamic Product Ads 
users who are switching from 
Native to DSP?



Easy adaptation

Existing DPA users will not 
need to go through a steep 
learning curve to adapt to the 
new platform

01

Requires little or no assistance

Complicated tasks can be 
handled by the system 
automatically or troubleshooted 
by the user

02

Definitions of a 
successful transition

Strategy



Understand the 
feature architecture
I began the project by recreating the user flows 
to understand the architecture of DPA and how 
each page contributes to its success. To 
summarize the result, DPA is consisted of a 
Campaign, Product Catalog, Product Feeds, 
Product Sets, and a reporting system.

Strategy



Reveal the 
correlationtions 
between the tools
and users’ needs
To visualize the correlation between users’ 
needs and the features being built, I created 
several personas based on different user 
stories. In the future, team members will be 
able to use them as reference if new design 
interventions are required.

Research





More insight 
discovery through 
user interview
To discover more insights about the DPA flow, I 
interviewed a Support Team member who 
helps clients set up their DPAs. According to 
the Strategist, customers usually contact him 
for assistance while setting up online tracking 
(Dot Tag) for DPA. It is a time consuming 
process as he has to constantly email the 
correct Dot Tags to the clients for their tracking 
to run successfully.

Strategy



Get a holistic view of 
the product
To get the full picture of the DPA workflow, I 
created two user journey maps to represent 
the system differences, what an advertiser 
must go through in order to create a DPA, and 
the new pages that need to be built in DSP. 

Research



Journey Maps of Gemini and DSP



01

Product Feed upload

No validation for feed data and 
troubleshooting is inefficient

02

After consolidating the 
research findings, I was 
able to identify two 
major pain points in the 
DPA Workflow

Opportunities Tracking code setup

Unclear instructions on how to 
set up Event Tracking Code 
(Dot Tag)



Opportunity #1

How might we reduce Support 
Team’s workload by helping 
clients set up the Event Tracking 
Code correctly?



Provide guidance on 
the Event Code 
extraction page
A lot of our clients do not know how to set up 
an Event Code to make it work for the purpose 
of online tracking. As a result, the support team 
is contacted so that a proper instruction could 
be emailed to the user. For the final solution, I 
included the instructions for editing the Event 
Code for each tracking needs so that clients 
are able to set up their own script and get 
tracking running on their websites.

Solution



Event Tracking Code extraction page

Event Code setup instruction



Opportunity #2

How might we increase the 
number of successful feed 
uploads by streamlining the feed 
submission process?



A feed validator for 
mismatched columns
Another major pain point is caused by the 
absence of an error handling system. Which 
makes it difficult for an advertiser to know the 
status of the feed and prevent error prior to 
uploading the file. Most of the time, users 
would contact the support team to 
troubleshoot and resulted in heavy workloads 
for our support team. To resolve this issue, I 
proposed a feed validator that highlights all 
the mismatched columns before the file 
submission.

Solution



Current 
Feed Submission 
Workflow

Submit FeedNew FeedProduct Catalog

Error

No Error

Update History Download Feed  
to Fix Errors

To fix feed errors, advertisers need to 
go to Update History - a different 
page -  to select, download, edit, and 
reupload feed.



New
Feed Submission 
Workflow

Feed ValidatorNew FeedProduct Catalog

Error

No Error

Fix Errors Submit

Submit

Feed validator highlights all the 
mismatched columns in the feed, 
giving the user an opportunity to fix all 
the feed errors before the submission.



Proposed
Feed Validator Workflow

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oHcqeGaN2gQ


Opportunity #3

How might we make it easier for 
current DPA users to transition to 
a new platform?



Ensure familiarity
The final design focuses on minimizing the 
advertiser’s effort and time-spent to learn 
about the new system. The new DPA 
workflow in DSP is not drastically different 
than the workflow in Native. The naming of 
the features and most interactions, such 
using a right rail as a content upload form, 
are consistent with the design in the old 
platform to ensure an easy transition for the 
existing advertisers.

Solution



DPA Funnel Targeting in Native

DPA Funnel Targeting in DSP

Although the interfaces of the two 
platforms are very different, the 
proposed design in DSP had 
minimized the learning curve by 
adopting the same terminologies and 
actionables as they are in Gemini.  

Funnel Targeting comparison:
Gemini v.s. DSP



Increase 
discoverability and 
provide guidance
When the new features of DPA are being 
introduced to DSP, we want to make sure 
they are discoverable by both the new and 
existing users. 

For the final design, I’ve added a splash 
screen on Events targeting page and a 
useful info section that educate the users 
about what a DPA event type is, its benefits, 
and implementation instructions. 

Solution



DSPRight rail info section DSP Event page splash screen



Focus

Have a clear problem 
statement by focusing on users’ 
goals and the final impact - 
design around that.

Reflection

01 Strategy

Empathize with users through 
developing a strategic design 
research plan to gain insight 
into the core UX issues.

02

Documentation

Good documentation of design 
rationale, product requirements, 
and user stories are the keys to the 
team’s success as they enable 
designers to make informed 
decisions in the future.

03 Holistic Design

Investigate every single touch 
point in a user journey and 
provide impactful solutions to 
all friction points

04


